
Road transport intervene in life perhaps each of us. Road transport play to journey to work, spending,
medical care, no matter what already like drivers or co - driver or embarkment agents collective
transport persons. At present is already quite common that the family personal two car, sometimes and
more. S crescendo number vehicles in our households thereby fall and in - service on way, shoot up
number enmity on roads, that often end in accident. Accident are also most frequent case offences or
punishable act in road transport. Most accidents hasn't calamitous consequences, every day we're news
media, especially television and internet, confronted with tragic aftermath serious accidents, that happen
in all limits Czech republic. Unfortunately like general prevention these jerked - in - fillings and news
malfunction so always speed ill general drift on the up grade of the number of accident stop. 

In his work first delimitate conception transport and road transport, try to explicandum punishable act
in transport and will describe individual punishable act, that come into question like punishable act in
transport. Most extensive volume of work will devoted punishments attempt life behind punishable act
in road transport, when first carry out common expose punishments and purpose punishment and after it
take to parts individual penalties with stress on their saving criminal road transport. In those chapter I'll
pay and deflection in oyer as procedural law variant of to punishments. At the conclusion work then they
will reviewed individual penalties, point out on problems, that bears their verification, especially on the
part of police and suggest possible to adjustment in into by - and - by. 

Punishable act in road transport is illegal act, that is of perpetrated in connection with running on way
some of the participants running on way. Common object punishable act in road transport is interest of
the society on safeness and fluency traffic, whereas individual factual essence punishable act they will
buckler and another important social politics such as e.g . interest on protection life and health, interest
on upright and untroubled execution of a decision organs public funds can or interest on protection of
property. 

Road transport is totality activity, them interlocks passenger transport (line passenger traffic, shuttle
traffic, occasional passenger traffic, taxi service), animals and thing (goods traffic) vehicles, as well as
transposition vehicles all after motorwaies, roads, highway and patent purpose communications and free
terrain. 
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